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Relativity

Powered By Lighthouse
A SMARTER REVIEW PLATFORM

Custom Features

Custom Solutions

Custom-developed
tools automate manual
work, improve case
communication, and provide
advanced reporting

Consultation on
innovative and pragmatic
workflow designs and
custom development
for quality and speed

Advanced Review
Applications

Expert Guidance

SmartSeries suite of email
threading, TAR, privilege
review, and redaction
solutions cuts review
spend in as much as half

Solutions team provides
support through every
step of the review process

Dedicated Hosted

At Lighthouse, we believe that no single platform is the best at addressing every stage of ediscovery. For that
reason, we have built our business around industry–leading technologies that excel at each specific function. Then,
we develop proprietary features, applications, and custom solutions to improve the efficiency of review and reduce
overall spend. These innovations improve the speed and quality of processing and production operations, minimize
data needing to be reviewed, make reviewers more efficient, and provide better analytics and reporting for our
clients. In the case of review, we have chosen to build our enhancements and expertise around kCura’s Relativity.

Challenges We Address
Relativity is a robust, feature-rich, web-based review tool that enables case teams to handle complex review
projects and tailor their approach to each case. While Relativity is tremendously customizable and scalable, it
requires extensive experience to leverage all of its capabilities. Some of Relativity’s standard functionality can also
be streamlined or improved upon for greater efficiency, such as reporting, QC sampling, and in-case management
of documentation and communication between teams. Given that review is the most costly part of the ediscovery
process, any efficiencies gained in these areas translate into real savings for clients.

Benefits We Provide
Lighthouse has solved these challenges with Relativity Powered by Lighthouse, a comprehensive solution that
leverages the best of Lighthouse’s custom developed database enhancements, applications, and workflows as
well as the deep review and technical expertise of Lighthouse’s Hosted Solutions team to provide clients with the
most advanced and efficient Relativity experience on the market.

FEATURES:
•

Custom Features — Lighthouse deploys a proprietary database template with custom features not present in
out-of-the-box Relativity for use across all of our clients’ matters. Features include our Communication Portal,
with a message board and documentation repository to allow for real-time communication and a centralized
hub for case information directly within the review tool, improving efficiency, consistency, and access to case
knowledge; Event Handlers, which enforce coding logic and rules across an entire review and improve efficiency

and consistency of review; a QC Sampling module, which works in tandem with Relativity auto-batching to
reduce manual work in QC review and ensure a clean, efficient QC workflow; and enhanced reporting to
provide deeper insight into review metrics and user activity, for savings on time and review spend.
•

•

Advanced Review Applications — Lighthouse’s SmartSeries™ is fully integrated with Relativity, providing
easy access to Lighthouse’s powerful suite of proprietary tools aimed at reducing document review
volumes and improving review efficiency, both of which translate to better, more consistent results
and enormous cost savings. The SmartSeries includes our ReviewSmart™, technology assisted review
offering; PrivSmart™, a proprietary process that reduces document volume specifically for privilege
review by helping you categorize documents according to the likelihood they actually contain privileged
content and automatically generating a privilege log; EmailSmart™/DupSmart™, our email threading
and near-duplicate identification and suppression tools; and RedactSmart™, our proprietary automated
redaction solution which increases the speed and efficiency with which redactions are applied across a
matter. The SmartSeries collectively saves clients as much as 60% on their overall review spend.
Expert Guidance — Our experienced Hosted Solutions team is dedicated to assisting clients reviewing
data in Relativity. The team is comprised of former review attorneys, project managers, and database
administrators with deep review design experience from both user and implementation perspectives.
The team is highly credentialed with Relativity Certified Administrators and has designed and supported
workflows for some of ediscovery’s most sophisticated law firms and review companies. With staggered
shifts to provide constant coverage for clients, the Hosted Solutions team is always available to help
maximize the many benefits of Relativity Powered by Lighthouse.

Summary
Relativity Powered by Lighthouse takes the industry-leading Relativity review solution to the next level
through a combination of innovative database features, advanced review applications, custom solutions, and
expert guidance. This, and other examples of efficient and effective workflow, process, and reporting are
available through Lighthouse.

About Lighthouse
Lighthouse simplifies the complexities of ediscovery and information governance by the use of our intuitive technology
solutions and comprehensive service offerings. Through our best-in-class expertise, Lighthouse stands apart as a leader in
industry best practices and workflows. Our proactive, high-touch approach has enabled us to build enduring partnerships
with the most respected corporations and law firms around the globe. For more information, visit lighthouseglobal.com.
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